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PATTERNS AND INSTRUCTIONS
Heijastus jacket
Sula scarf and beanie
Pyry jacket
Suvanto mittens
Viima jacket
Kajo mittens
Pyörre skirt and pants
Virta mittens
Risu poncho
Riite jacket
Valo scarf and wrist warmers

The charm of Piia Maria Pekkanen´s simple and clear-cut
knitwear is in the surface structures and incorporating the
materials in an unconventional way. The ideas for colours and
textures, for example, combining smooth and light material with
heavy and coarse material, come from photos taken by the lake near
Piia Maria's home in Fiskars, southern Finland.

T

he lake is an endless source of inspiration for Piia Maria. The separate
layers of ice and melted water, currents, snow, reflections on the water
and the trees on the shore of the lake daily create a new scene, which
never ceases to enthral the designer. The inspirational photos act concretely
as the starting point of the planning: they capture the atmosphere, which Piia
Maria aims for in the knitwear. She also gets her ideas from the structure,
feeling and colour of the yarn.
The collection consists of knitwear and accessories, which can be combined
with each other. The patterns are fairly easy and suitable for a beginner. The
book also contains a 14-part knitting school, in which the techniques used in
the book are explained.

Kuura blouse
Pisara socks
Oksa wrist warmers
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Katve jacket
Halla tube

Pia Maria Pekkanen is a knitwear designer,
who lives and works in an old factory
milieu by a lake. She is inspired by new
techniques and likes to develop different
knitted surfaces.
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